How to wire a generator to an electrical panel

A generator is a core component to many people's emergency preparedness plans. Maybe you
have a cool charcoal powered or a multi-fuel generator. However many fail to think through how
exactly they will power the items they want to run when the grid is down. In June of my family
experienced a 10 day power outage. It was eye opening. It was degrees during the day with
periods of heavy rain. I had to run a sump pump to keep my basement dry, a refrigerator, freezer
for food preservation, a portable AC unit in the living room to protect my infant, we charged
phones, and ran the wifi router. I had power cords everywhere. It was a pain. I decided then and
there I would find a better way. A generator transfer switch is the legal and proper way to power
your home with an emergency generator. There are three main types: automatic, manual
transfer sub panel and a breaker interlock. Each has varying degrees of complexity, benefits
and expense. Automatic transfer switches will sense a power loss, start your standby generator
and automatically move your load to the generator. These are awesome - but very expensive
and require a full time dedicated standby generator. Manual transfer sub panel switches are
good option. They typically only cover a few breakers which was problematic for me. Breaker
Interlock is the option I chose. It is National Electric Code compliant and is in my opinion the
least expensive and most flexible option. In this setup you use a breaker to energize your
existing breaker box. Switching it on is easy and safe. My wife did an unassisted dry run in
under 5 min - which included getting the generator out of the building. The breaker interlock
system has come in very handy for us. We can turn on overhead lights, wash clothes and keep
our food cold, charge our phones, run the internet and much more Disclaimer: I am not an
electrician. After much consulting and over sight from a licensed 25 year Master Electrician I
believe these instructions to be correct and accurate for my jurisdiction. Electrical codes vary
from place to place. In my place of residence home owners are allowed to do their own electrical
work if it is up to code. You are responsible for any code violations, permits or awesome good
stuff that comes from doing a project like this. I've listened to and have even seen people using
a double male plug to energize their house during a power outage. This is dangerous. First you
have to figure out what type of amperage and plug type we are working with. You only want to
do this on a generator with a big round plug. This will provide V in the US and power both sides
of your breaker box. You will see the amperage written near the plug. Mine is a 30 Amp L Gather
your supplies. For the sake of this build we are going to assume you have a 30 amp plug on
your generator - like the one shown. If your have one different please adjust your supplies.
Breaker interlock kit. Buy a UL rated device that fits your specific breaker box. These have been
tested and validated to work. Many insurance companies and jurisdictions require the UL rating.
Again you will need to buy one that fits your breaker box. All breakers are not the same. Search
Amazon for your plug type extension cord. Notice how all the amperage match. If you are using
a 50 output on your generator you will need a 50 amp breaker, 50 amp power inlet box, a 50 amp
extension cable and 8 gauge wire. Measure 5 times drill once. My house had an conduit old hole
in the foundation. Most people will need to drill one. A hammer drill is extremely helpful for
making one. Try to get the conduit hole as close to the panel as you can. Remove the front
cover from the power inlet box. Remove a knock out and attach the PVC fitting. You can see
here I opted for the water tight connector. Glue works just find too. Remove the cover on the
conduit body. Pull the wires through one at a time attaching them to the plug as you go along.
Use a large flat screwdriver or a nut driver to tighten the terminals. Green - Ground to the power
inlet box. Push the wires through the conduit into the house one at a time. Replace the conduit
body cover, checking proper fit of the gasket. Remove one knockout and screw in conduit
adapter or in my case a blue non metallic conduit adapter. The breaker interlock method
requires the to most upper and right breaker space to be free. Generally you will need to move a
breaker or two down. Most boxes will have enough spare wire to move things around a bit. If
you do not have enough room and your breaker is 30 amps or less you can use a short piece of
insulated wire and a wire nut. DO NOT wire nut copper and aluminum wire together. They will
corrode over time. You will need to pick up a wire splice at your local home store. The red wire
goes to one terminal on the breaker and the black goes to the other. Note: In a 2 wire home like
mine - meaning no 3rd ground wire in the outlet box or the outlets in the home. It is acceptable
in my jurisdiction to put the green ground wire to an open common terminal. It is not
appropriate to use the ground wire for the common at the outlet. Now it is time to lock down that
breaker from moving. Install the retaining bracket. My retaining bolt was located between the
main breakers and the 30 amp breaker. Turn the panel back over and install the sliding interlock
bolts. Reinstall the panel with all the breakers in the off position. With the main in the off
position turn the generator breaker to the on position. Ensure the interlock allows for the on
position. You may have to shift the position of the panel cover. Turn the generator breaker to
the off position and drop the slide so it can not be turned on. Ensure the Main can be turned to
the on position. Adjust panel cover if it will not. If it does turn the breakers on one a at a time -

with a 5 second delay between breakers. This will distribute the start up load. Attach decals
included in your kit to your breaker box and the outside service box. Avoid turning on HVAC,
standard hot water heater and the stove unless your generator can handle it. As long as you can
get past the initial start up load you can run a lot off of 30 amps. Power off sequence:. Enjoy
your set up. It has come in very handy for us. We can turn on overhead lights, wash clothes and
keep our foo. Participated in the Apocalypse Preparedness Contest. Great Job pointing out the
suicide plug. Male to Male extension cords will kill you and burn down your house. Reply 3
years ago. You can follow a VERY simple procedure to not get electrocuted. Turn off power at
the pole. Plug cable into receptacle and generator. Power up generator. No fires or electrocution
unless you previously were a candidate for a Darwin award. Male-to-male plugs and cables
cannot kill you unless you voluntarily unplug it with the power on! Be sure you know what you
are doing and prevent anyone from handling the system under operation. My system uses such
cable and has been working since see my post above. With electricity you can have intrinsic
safety. Male - male plugs are like just leaving insulation off wires hoping no one will touch both
Raymond the problem with male to male plugs is not killing yourself but killing the linemen
trying to restore power as you backfeed power into the grid. Don't use them, they are dangerous
and in many areas illegal. Illegal yes unsafe not if you follow proper procedures. Use the 20 amp
generator plug in on a 20amp electric cord plugged into a 20 amp circuit plug and shut off the
main circuit breaker. Agree with Raymond, since you not doing stupid things it's may be quick
pragmatic solution. When you are down - it's not a time to drill a hole in a wall with a hand-drill
huh? In a generator scenario, this is very true. But I also want to point out that a male to male
can be useful in some situations. In my previous home my tv was wall mounted. It was a code
violation and just an all around no-no to fish the power cable down through the wall. It made for
a safe installation and also provided surge protection for my tv that way. I generally shudder
when I hear or see people try to set up a generator for all the reasons you point out. You did an
excellent job and I like how you insure your generator is never tied into the grid. I have had no
problems and my number one concern is not killing a lineman. Electrical generators can kill
utility repairmen if powered on into the main. They must be isolated by a switch or breaker, and
the main power switched out before the generator is powered on. That is why a transfer switch
is better than breakers because it is designed and built for multiple operations using a strong
double throw knife switch. I also recommend locking the transfer switch to prevent accidental
or un authorized operation. Many transfer switches have special holes to fix the handle with a
padlock. Power utilities may have laws that requires an inspection and certification before the
homeowner can use a generator, and can apply heavy fines if the installation is done or used
without their approval. So easy to put that off because it will work without it but THAT is the
killer if not done. Reply 4 years ago. My main breaker is not in the breaker panel but is mounted
on the opposite side of the house. How would you recommend I compensate for this? Don't use
such a switch. Buy a transfer switch certified and rated for the purpose. The store SKU is The
only problem with this is that the toggle switch would have to be listed and labeled for the
application. I'm not sure you'll be able to find one. You can put a sub panel next to your breaker
panel. In between the two, you can wire a transfer switch. Wire the generator to the other line
input. Wire the sub panel to the load output side. Then move only the circuits that you want to
be backed up by the generator from your original panel, to the new sub panel. Reply 5 years ago
on Introduction. By More Cowbell Follow. More by the author:. About: I'm a computer engineer but please don't judge me by that. I heat with wood, fix broken things and love camping with my
family. It is an electrical code violation. It is illegal in most places. It is a fire hazard. The power
created by your generator is generally greater than the rating for the receptacle, wire and
breaker. If you don't disconnect your main breaker it can shock the power company linemen and you will get sued. You can easily get shocked because the male plug prongs are exposed. I
bought 10 feet of 10 gauge wire in black, red, green and white. Schedule 40 electrical conduit
and fittings Conduit body Conduit glue Flexible Non-Metallic Conduit and fittings optional 30
Amp generator extension cord. Using tapcons mount the power inlet box to the wall. Use a hack
saw and cut the conduit to length. Don't glue it until you know it fits. Once you are good glue it
down. Once the glue is dry we can start to work on the wiring. Fill any gaps between your
conduit and the house with silicone or expanding foam. Turn off all the branch breakers and the
main power breaker. Remove the front panel of the breaker box by taking out the four screws.
Pull wires through conduit and into the box. Install your new breaker in the freed up space in
the upper right of your breaker box. The white wire goes to the common bond rail in the box.
The green wire goes to the ground rail. Flip the cover over and use the provided template.
Pre-drill the holes and then finish them out withe the bit size noted in your instructions. Time to
load test! Write down these instructions and put them in your breaker box. Confirm power
outage Place generator 15 feet from your home - with the exhaust pointing away from open

windows and doors Start generator and ensure normal operating speed Attach generator
extension cord to the generator with an inward push and gentle clockwise turn Attach extension
cord to the home power inlet box with an inward push and a gentle clockwise turn At the
breaker box turn off all the breakers Turn the main breaker off slide interlock up exposing the
on position of the generator breaker - turn generator breaker on Turn on selected breakers with
a 5 second delay in between each - ensuring the generator takes the load. Power off sequence:
Turn off all branch breakers Turn off generator breaker Slide down generator interlock exposing
the on position of the main breaker - turn main breaker on Turn on branch breakers one at a
time with a 5 second delay between each one until they are all back on Power off generator and
allow to cool Remove generator extension cord. Participated in the Automation Contest View
Contest. Participated in the Tools Contest View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it
with us! I Made It! How to Make a Trout Net by trailogy in Fishing. MoTinkerGNome 5 years ago
on Introduction. Reply Upvote. MoTinkerGNome Reply 3 years ago. KimG RaymondR6 Reply 3
years ago. Preachaman83 KimG Reply 3 years ago. HunterC41 RaymondR6 Reply 3 years ago.
DmitriyU2 RaymondR6 Reply 3 years ago. If the generator has GFCI outlets, the male-to-male
cord won't work. The GFCI breaker will trip. RaymondR6 tech Reply 3 years ago. BrianG jim.
RaymondR6 watahyahknow Reply 3 years ago. Follow all local codes and the NEC for securing,
bonding, etc. More Cowbell jim. Having this switch is not only a good idea, it is required by the
National Electric Code for any connection of power to a home. Consider these points:. A
transfer switch separates the selected circuits of your home from the power lines. Back-feed
can damage the generator and has the potential to cause a fire. Worse yet, back-feed could
electrocute any technician who is working on the line â€” causing injury or even death. Having a
transfer switch takes away the risk of experiencing back-feed and it is the only safe way to
connect your generator to your home. Having extension cords that run to and from appliances
can be cumbersome and time consuming. Larger home systems like a furnace or a well pump
cannot be connected to a generator with an extension cord, so a transfer switch is the safest,
easiest way to connect these items to the generator. Power management with a transfer switch
is very easy to do. You can easily control the various circuits to better accommodate your
changing power needs. All of this helps you to be able to use a smaller, less expensive
generator to meet your power needs , thus running your generator more efficiently â€” with less
effort on its part and on you. Have a licensed electrician come out and install the transfer switch
into your home and connect it to the main breaker panel. The main breaker in the switch will
switch the power source from the utility to the generator. The house cannot be connected to
both the generator and utility power at the same time, and the main breaker transfers that
power. This stops the generator power from back feeding into the generator. There are a
number of circuits on the transfer switch and you can have the electrician assign each circuit to
a particular load, for example, the furnace, well pump, lights, and refrigerator. You can also
assign circuits to power a room. If you have more appliances on different circuits than the
generator is capable of supplying at the same time, the transfer switch makes it handy to switch
between those different loads by turning one off and another on. Consider these points: A
transfer switch separates the selected circuits of your home from the power lines. Portable
Generator Extension Cords Having extension cords that run to and from appliances can be
cumbersome and time consuming. Using the Main Breaker Switch The main breaker in the
switch will switch the power source from the utility to the generator. This is not a new thing and
most homeowners can easily pull off this simple task with basic electric handling knowledge.
Keep reading till the end! Suppose, you have a volt circuit. Now this will come with a couple of
wires that together work as volts. Each of these wires individually carries volts. There should be
a green or copper-colored wire that is known as ground. When you are dealing with a volt
circuit, there is no neutral wire to use. If you own a generator with volt connection, simply wire it
directly. You should do so with only volt capabilities. A generator is an extra power source or
backup , we all already know that. This is because it will be used for extra or emergency power
needs. The main power source of your house needs to be turned off. You should use a
voltmeter to check. See if the termination if electricity into breaker panel is rightly done. If the
electricity still shows flowing, you should not start working until it stops. You need to use an
eight-by-three cable for this step. Expose the end of the wire for about half inch. You can try
using a stripper tool to make a cleaner cut and expose it. Make sure you strip the ends by
half-inch, each of them. Get the two black wires and gradually screw them to a circuit breaker.
There should be two screws inside the circuit breaker. These are meant to hold both wires
appropriately. Use the wires and insert in fully into terminals. Find a spot where you want the
circuit to reside. Now simply set breaker inside the housing of service panel at that spot. Use
back and forth rocking motion for the circuit. Now over the hot bus bar, simply snap rest of
breaker to finish installing. You need to have a look at the double pole breaker. Make sure it fits

tightly. Double pole breaker is basically suitable for volt installation. It comes with two volt hot
wires summing up to volts. Now the wire for ground needs to run through similar bar. It should
run till the end of volt receptacle inside breaker box. After inserting ground wire to the end of
volt receptacle, tightly screw it there. Now simply insert the eight-by-three cable to outlet of
generator you want to plug it in. There should be two screws without any color. Fix the two
black wires into these screws. Make sure you put the ground wire into green screw. Fix them
tightly so that they stay in place. Once you have secured the eight-by-three cable, it is time to
attach outlets to wall. Go back to the main power source of your house. You can turn it on now.
Also, turn ON your breaker box with a simple push. Plug the generator into this outlet and it
should start. Make sure the two-line voltage wires are of same color. This will make complying
with code easier. Black and red are favorable colors for this task. You can also use tapes to
mark them if it is necessary. Always check with a voltmeter to ensure proper electricity
termination. Electric shock can be a reason for your death. There are electricians who can do
these things for a small price. Good Luck! This website is mainly to talk about various power
source tools. I want to explore tackles and help people to pick the right model for their daily
needs. Follow me: Facebook , Twitter. Table of Contents. A generator is considered by many
homeowners to be an indispensable tool for preparing for the worst. Even in countries like the
US, large cities are prone to experiencing blackouts at least once a year. One of the best types
of generators is a portable generator. You can take it with you on camping trips in the wild and
tailgates. They also work well at supplying power to your home, provided that you have the right
wattage capacity. Using a portable generator out in the wild is pretty straightforward; plug in
your appliances directly into the onboard outlets or use an extension cord to supply power from
a distance. All you need are your portable generator, a power cord with the right capacities
length, wire gauge, amps, and prongs , and a transfer switch. A transfer switch allows a
portable generator to supply power to your home. It is connected to whatever circuits you wish
to supply power to in the panel whenever it blacks out. If you want your generator to supply
power to, say, your refrigerator, AC, and WIFI router, make sure that the transfer switch is
connected directly to the appropriate circuits. A generator supplies power to the transfer switch
which, in turn, redirects power to several circuits. Depending on where you live, a transfer
switch may not be mandatory. However, some places like the US require homeowners to have a
transfer switch installed if they wish to supply power to their homes using a generator. There
are also several other benefits you can get from getting a transfer switch installed in your home.
The first of and most important of which is safety. A transfer switch prevents the selected
circuits from your electrical panel from power lines, effectively eliminating the risk of back-feed
â€” when power redirects to the utility power lines, potentially causing a fire, shocking utility
workers repairing power lines, or irreparable damage to your generator. Another advantage of
installing a transfer switch is that it is, by far, the easiest, most worry-free way of bringing
power to your home during blackouts. You can run outdoor-safe extension cords from your
generator into your home to directly supply power to certain appliances. However, this means
all of your vital appliances need to be in one area of your home. You may need to adjust their
positions in order to get their power cords plugged into the extension cord. Also, several wires
running through your home could potentially become a tripping hazard or fire hazard. Finally, a
transfer switch helps you get the most out of your generator. Managing how much power is
supplied from your generator is infinitely easier with the help of a transfer switch. You just need
to flip the switch on your electrical panel if you want to cut the supply of power from your
generator to certain circuits. There are two types of transfer switches that you can get: manual
and automatic transfer switches. This is the simpler form of a transfer switch which requires
you to head on down to the electrical panel of your home and manually turn any circuits on or
off that you want to be powered by your generator. This can also be installed alongside an
Uninterruptable Power Source which works somewhat like a backup battery. Hooking up a
portable generator to your home is rather easy. The method of getting your generator to supply
power to different circuits depends on which type of transfer switch you have. Assuming your
generator is plugged into an inlet box, you need to do the following based on which transfer
switch you have. Start up your portable generator and give it time to warm up. Look at your
electrical panel and flip the switches of any circuits you want to be powered to the ON position.
Be sure to do this one circuit at a time to prevent a sudden overloading of your generator. Shut
off your generator and give the engine time to reach a full stop. Disconnect the power cord
connecting the generator to the inlet box. Having an automatic transfer switch is
super-convenient since everything is basically done for you. When power is restored,
disconnect your generator from the inlet box and turn it off. This website is supported by
readers. As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Get In Touch. Best Honda Portable

Generators Pulsar vs. Do I need a transfer switch? Manual transfer switch Automatic transfer
switch. How to Make Portable Generator Quieter? With hurricanes coming ashore more often, I
wanted a better solution than running multiple extensions cords to my portable generator
whenever we experienced a power outage. Instead, I was looking for a flexible setup that was
simple i. I quickly eliminated the standby generator comes with an automatic transfer switch for
three main reasons:. Generator interlock is nothing more than a sliding metal locking
mechanism that allows a user to either turn on the main breaker or the generator backfeed
circuit breaker. This method only allows either circuit breaker to be ON one at a time. Installing
a generator interlock involves working inside the load center a. You need to remember that
when you turn off the main breaker, conductors a. Touching them directly conductors or
indirectly lug nuts will result in serious injury or death so extreme caution is absolutely
necessary. So please be honest with yourself about your skills when working with electricity.
When in doubt, please consult with an electrician instead. The placement of your portable
generator is critical to avoid deadly exhaust gas i. I placed my generator in a well ventilated area
approximately 45 feet away from the house. You need to make sure that the generator is away
from nearby windows, doors and ventilation intakes where exhaust gas could enter the house!
Remember, carbon monoxide is a silent killer because it is odorless and colorless. Being
paranoid, I installed a carbon monoxide detector by the mudroom door nearest to the generator.
You may want to do the same. This project assumes that your portable generator has a 30 Amp
interlocking receptacle NEMA L male receptacle â€” click here to see. Double check to make
sure that your generator has this plug. The outlet is protect by a two pole rocker switch circuit
breaker. It is an excellent, all-metal box which makes it super durable. Although PBN30 is made
of plastic, it has a large interior capacity which makes it easier to bend and route the heavy duty
wires inside. More importantly, NEMA connector hookup is located on the bottom so you never
have to worry about water dripping in. This cord is how the generator gets connected to the
Power Inlet Box. Also, I would make sure to get a longer cord than necessary so you have the
flexibility to move your generator around without having to buy another cord. This cable
connects the Power Inlet Box to the backfeed circuit breaker. The size of the cable roughly
depends on the amps, voltage and the distance from the receptacle to the main panel. I
specifically chose the Square D generator interlock kit over other solutions because it is:.
Please keep in mind that in most situations, you will be required install a generator interlock kit
that is from the same manufacturer as that of your load center. Although the breaker is rated at
60 amps, please remember that the power inlet box has NEMA connector that can only accept
30 amps. Should I decide the upgrade to a 50 or 60 amp service, I would need to replace both
the power inlet box and the service cable between the inlet box and the main load center. Hello,
very informative. Thanks for the carb how-to and the interlock kit idea. This is a great fix. Well
done. I went ahead and installed an interlock on my panel with a receptacle on the side of my
house. We had an outage the outher day an my neighbor offered me a v GFI outlet while they
were running
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thier generator. I just needed to power the fridge so I ran a cord through my kitchen window. Is
there a way I could wire a a volt 3 prog female plug to a L male plug so that I could used my
interlock setup to energize one or both legs of my panel obviously not trying to power any
devices? I would NOT do it. Your email address will not be published. SOLUTION Generator
interlock is nothing more than a sliding metal locking mechanism that allows a user to either
turn on the main breaker or the generator backfeed circuit breaker. I will do a review of it soon.
If you want to know more about wiring sizes, check out my post Indoor Electric Cable Types.
Comments Very helpful! Thanks for taking the time to lay it out. Hi James- Awesome. It would
be great if you can share your project when done. Nancy- Can you tell me which part you are
referring to? Just get the generator setup and do it the right way. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Search Search the site

